
Shelf Indulgence is a book column from award-winning 

Wirral novelist, Margaret Murphy, who also pens 

forensic thrillers as A.D. Garrett. She recommends two 

books per month, across a range of styles and a mixture 

of new and old.

THE BODY KEEPS THE SCORE by Bessel van der Kolk 

Penguin ISBN-13: 978-0141978611

Background reading for a new novel occasionally 

turns up a book that I just want to tell everyone 

about. The Body Keeps the Score is one such  

book. A surprising number of us will experience 

significant trauma of one kind or another in our 

lifetime. Traditional treatment has proved largely 

ineffective with too many sufferers relying on 

emotion-blunting drugs to maintain a balance, yet 

remaining scarred for life.

In recent years, the benefits of so-called ‘somatic therapies’, involving 

anything from yoga breathing exercises to neurofeedback and EMDR 

‘eye training’ techniques, have cropped up in journals and ‘self-help’ 

books. But much of the ‘evidence’ to date has been anecdotal at best. 

Dr van der Kolk draws on a lifetime of scientific research in trauma and 

neuroscience to provide an empathic, utterly absorbing and authoritative 

examination of trauma and its treatment. The science in The Body 

Keeps The Score is as uncomplicated as it can be, and using clinical 

cases he illustrates the destructive influence of trauma and childhood 

neglect on individuals and their families. But every assertion is backed 

by evidence from field trials, many of which have been conducted by 

leading researchers in psychology, psychiatry, and trauma. He explains 

how technologies such as the relatively new fMRI, which can see the 

brain at work, together with the long-neglected quantitative EEG  

(qEEG), reveal how trauma affects the way different parts of the brain  

communicate. More excitingly, he presents strong evidence that these 

technologies offer new possibilities for retraining – even healing – the 

minds of sufferers, allowing them to leave traumatic events in the past 

and thrive in the present. Highly recommended.

Margaret’s third A.D. Garrett novel, Truth Will Out, is now available. 

VIRAGO GHOST STORIES: The Twentieth Century Volume II 

Edited by Richard Dalby

Virago ISBN: 1-85381-259-5

As Halloween approaches and the nights draw in, I 

thought I’d suggest something seasonal. An evening 

by the fire with a good ghost story is one of the 

pleasures of autumn, and this selection, spanning 

the 20th century, has plenty to offer. An unexpectedly 

shivery tale from Richmal Crompton, for instance, or 

Ruth Rendell’s ‘The Haunting of Shawley Rectory’, 

which begins with a haunting and ends in murder. 

Those with a darker turn of mind will appreciate  

Antonia Fraser’s deeply disturbing tale of a haunted 

car, while Mary Elizabeth Counselman’s ‘House of Shadows’ sees a 

young woman spend a convivial night with her friend and the shades 

of her family, in a narrative which challenges the notion of the ‘typical’ 

gothic ghost story. 

My favourite, by far, is ‘No. 17’. In this acutely observed tale, Edwardian 

travelling salesmen spin ghostly yarns around their hotel fireside. 

There’s a playful mind at work, here, and sly humour, with mounting 

suspense	as	the	story	unfolds.	You	will	ind	yourself	leaning	in	to	hear	
the awful events that happened in room 17, and you’re bound to enjoy 

the masterful twist at the end. But the biggest surprise for me was the 

author: E. Nesbitt, of The Railway Children fame. I hadn’t known until then 

that Nesbitt wrote ghost stories; ‘No. 17’ sent me in search of more.
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I believe this is the 50th edition of the Heswall Magazine.  

Congratulations to the Editor and Production Team for a  

consistently well-produced magazine.

The traditional gift for a 50th Wedding Anniversary is gold. Gold is 

a metal that is durable so I suppose that the symbolism is that of 

something that has lasted 50 years, is very valuable and has  

survived the ups and downs of life and is still standing and  

hopefully in good condition. There are not many things that increase 

in value over the years but a good marriage does, as does gold.

Life by its very nature is moving towards days of decline. Over time 

we lose strength, we are not quite as sharp as we used to be and 

one day life will ebb away and the question is, what then? One of 

the reasons I am a Christian is because the Lord Jesus Christ has 

given me eternal life. The biblical definition of eternal life is twofold. 

First is the spiritual life that a person gets the moment their sins are 

forgiven and they have made their peace with God, and the second 

is the guaranteed prospect of existing forever in heaven (with a new 

body at the resurrection) in a place where death, sickness, sorrow 

and the effects of evil can never touch the people who are there. 

The Jews in Bible times had many traditions that were rooted in the 

teaching that Moses received from God when he received the Ten 

Commandments and the Law. One of the many festivals they were 

instructed to commemorate was that of the year of Jubilee. This was 

a festival that took place every 50 years. There were many events 

that took place in this special year, people who had got into financial 

difficulties were released from their debts. Land that had been  

confiscated was returned to the family who originally owned it. 

Families were reunited, debts were cleared, harmony was reinstated. 

This Jubilee year reminds me of what the Lord Jesus does as a 

result of his death at Calvary. The Bible verse – ‘Christ died for our 

sins’ teaches me that He can clear the debt of sin for those who 

are prepared to accept forgiveness. One verse in the Psalms of 

David says ‘He restored that which he took not away’. Jesus, by his 

death, burial and resurrection can bring people to God who are far 

away from him and cannot find the way back themselves. He also 

brings harmony to troubled lives. The scripture says about Jesus 

‘And, having made peace through the blood of his cross, by him 

to reconcile all things unto himself; by him, I say, whether they be 

things in earth or things in heaven’.

Let’s make this 50th edition a real reason for celebration.

Visit www.findingthemissingpeace.co.uk to 

discover how to have peace with God and for 

bible teaching articles for Christians.
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